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What is bias?

! The assymmetry of a bowling ball. The size 
and form of the assymmetry will determine its 
route

! A process at any state of inference tending to 
produce results that depart systematically 
from the true values (Fletcher et al, 1988)

! Bias is SYSTEMATIC error



Random versus systematic

! Random errors will cancel each other out in 
the long run (increasing sample size)
! Random error is imprecise

! Systematic errors will not cancel each other 
out whatever the sample size. Indeed, they 
will only be strenghtened
! Systematic error is inaccurate



Types of bias

! Selection 
! Intervention arm is systematically different from 

control arm

! Information (misclassification) 
! Differential errors in measurement of exposure or 

outcome

! Confounding 
! Distortion of exposure - case relation by third 

factor



Experiment vs observation

! Randomisation disperses unknown variables 
at random between comparison groups

! Observational studies are ALLWAYS biased 
by known and unknown factors
! But you can understand and MITIGATE their 

effects



Selection bias

! “Selective differences between comparison 
groups that impacts on relationship between 
exposure and outcome”



Selection bias 1: Reverse 
causation

! “People engaging in vigorous activities are 
healthier than lazy ones.”

! “Bedridden people are less healthy than the 
ones engaging in vigorous activity”

Lazy people include those that are unable 
to exercise because they are unhealthy



Selection bias 2

! Publicity bias
! Self referral

! Texas sharp shooters bias

! Healthy worker
! Workers have lower disease rates than non-

workers

! Healthy volunteer
! Taking placebo lowers mortality with 45%

! HRT



Selection : external inference 
in EBM

! Patients of excellence

! Heavily selected from source population

! Doctors of excellence

! Participant doctors among the elite, in interventions heavily 

selected for good results

! Centers of excellence

! Big academic institutes with 24/24 7/7 surveillance, all 

therapeutic and diagnostic instruments

! In every day practice, older and frailer patients 

consult average doctors in average hospitals



Information bias

! Systematic errors in measurement of 
exposure or outcome



Information bias 1

! Recall bias
! Cases have different incentives for recall than 

controls

! Reporting bias
! Cases have more complete reports than controls

! Hawthorne effect
! Study participants behave differently



Information bias 2 (open trials)

! Sticky bias
! Diagnosis “sticks” to the individual: breast cancer 

detected by screening 

! Slippery bias
! Outcome (cancer death) “escapes” in other 

causes of death, generated by process of 

screening, diagnosis and treatment



Selection/Information bias 1

! Diagnostic bias (“hospital admission bias”)
! Oestrogens and uterus cancer

! Deep Venous Thrombosis and Pill

! Case detection bias
! More incentives to detect cases in one or other setting

! Withdrawal bias
! Differential loss to follow up, related to exposure

! Loss of cases because they are cases

! Survivors bias
! Retrospective studies of smoking and dementia

! Survivors may change habits
! Strong relation between quitting smoking and having lung 

disease



Selection/Information bias 2

! Lead time bias
! Earlier diagnosis always lengthens survival

! Length time bias
! Screening detects slow growing, benign lesions 

with excellent prognosis

! Will Rogers Phenomenon: stage migration
! “When the Dutch move to Belgium, the 

intelligence quotients in both countries improve”



Confounding bias

! “Confusion” between exposure and third 
factor

! The apparent effect of the exposure of 
interest is distorted by the effect of an 
extraneous factor



Down syndrome



Confounding

Exposure                   Outcome

Third variable

Be associated with exposure

          - without being the consequence of exposure

Be associated with outcome

          - independently of exposure (not an intermediary)



Confounding

Poppers      AIDS

Multiple (anal) 
sex partners

Having multiple sex partners was correlated with 

using poppers

Poppers were no risk for those not engaging in anal 

sex 

Multiple sex partners increased the risk for AIDS for 

those not using poppers



No confounding

Diet CHD

Cholesterol

On the causal pathway



But…

Obesity 
CHD

Cholesterol

High blood 
pressure

Diabetes



Passive smoking

! Non smoking partners of smokers have 
higher lung cancer and cardiovascular 
disease rates than non smoking partners of 
non smokers



Passive smoking: Facts 1

! Passive smokers inhale 0.01 to 0.001 part of 
smokers dose

! Smoking: 
! excess risk of 10 to 30 of lung cancer

! excess risk of 0.75 to 1.0 of cardiovascular 

disease

! Passive smoking
! excess risk of lung cancer of 0.30

! Excess risk of cardiovascular disease of 0.30



Passive smoking: Facts 2

! No biological theory supporting CVD of ETS 

! CVD of ETS not reproduced in animal 
models with comparable exposures

! “Soort zoekt soort”
! Partner choice is associative

! Non-smoking partners are more often quitters

! THE BIG CONFOUNDER: Social class



Passive smoking: Ockham’s 
razor

! Ockham’s razor

! Do we believe that ETS has properties that, at 0.01 to 

0.001 of the dose, has 0.3 of the effect, without any 

support?

! Or do we believe that we can not adjust for unknown 

variables related to socio economic class

! And does it matter ??
! At 0.01 to 0.001 of the effect of active smoking, ETS 

increase all cause mortality with 0.01 tot 0.001. Such 

exposures must be regulated in the workplace

! It stinks and hinders non smokers



Particulate matter

! Comparisons between dirty cities of the rust 
belt and healthy, rich cities

! Small relative effect, large absolute effect in 
the total population



Particulate matter 2

! Effects at ambient exposures not 
reproducible in animal models

! H sapiens has very strong lungs 
(evolutionary selection by smoke of wood 
fire)

! Migration studies show poorly understood 
differences between migrants and non-
migrants after control for social class



Particulate matter: Ockham’s 
razor

! Ockham’s razor

! Do we believe that PM has properties in H sapiens that can 

not be reproduced in animal models?

! Or do we believe that we can not adjust for unknown 

variables related to socio economic class, differential in 

dirty and healthy cities

! And does it matter ??
! People who have the choice move to clean (parts of) cities

! Cocktails of air pollution contain known toxic particles

! Air pollution is NOT equal to particulate matter



Breast cancer screening

! In screened and unscreened cohorts, 20% 
die after 10 years

! In unscreened participants, 0.5 % die of 
breast cancer mortality after 10 years 
(participants are at low risk of breast cancer)

! In unscreened participants, 0.4 % die of 
breast cancer mortality after 10 years

! (And the better the trial is, the less there is 
effect)



Breast cancer screening: 
honest ignorance

Is 0.1% breast cancer mortality reduction
! Caused by screening

! Caused by detection bias in unblinded studies

! Caused by slippery bias 
! Breast cancer death prevented by earlier 

cardiovascular death

! And does it matter?
! If the effects are too small to be measurable, they 

are likely too small to be clinically relevant



Conclusions

! Results of scientific studies are rarely ever 
conclusive

! Old adagium: in observational studies, do not 
trust relative risks under 2.0 and do not 
believe relative risks under 1.5

! Studies should support informed debate

! But should not replace it by “scientism”


